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… with ideas from the entire FCSN community! 
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WG - Research 

Objectives 

- Identify and develop the research themes for coming 12-18 months 

Members 

- Join if you are interested to work collaboratively on these ideas  

Deliverables/Roadmaps: 

- Systematic surveys 
- Position papers 
- Workshop organization 
- Pitches for industry 
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WG - Funding instruments

Objective

- Strategic actions and coordination toward funding for the community
- Collect funding instruments and requirements 
- Facilitate collaboration/coalition forming for such instruments  

Members

- Join if you want to collaborate in collecting (and potentially influencing) funding, also with NWO, 
TNO, SURF, NLeSC, European-level organization, etc. 

Deliverables 

- Guidelines and best practices documentation 
- Project instruments calendar and ideas 
- Policy collaboration 
- Who is who connections  
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WG - Education 

Objective

- Collect curriculum information and materials for CSN education
- Collect education best practices in CSN education   
- Propose joint entry level and/or graduate CSN courses 

Members

- Join if you want to work on curriculum analysis, course collection
- Join if you want to work on designing a CSN course (introductory and/or advanced) 

Deliverables 

- State-of-practice in national CSN education  
- Ideas for CSN themes of interest for new courses 
- CSN support for education tools and methods, especially for joined labs and education infrastructure
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WG - Industry collaboration and further engagement 

Objective 

- Facilitate a who’s who platform
- Design and implement mechanisms for dialog and collaboration 

Members

- Join if you want to connect with industry and brainstorm on joint projects, 
funding proposals, research, etc.   

Deliverables 

- Landscape of FCSN industry  
- Collaboration platform   
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WG - ICT Infrastructure for Reproducible Experimental Sciences

Objective 

- Collect information about ICT infrastructure for reproducible experiments across sciences 
- Propose “ICT infrastructure” plan for each NWO and similar proposal
- Coordinate for national-scale ICT infrastructure for reproducible experimental sciences

Members

- Join if you are interested in discussing the design and implementation of large-scale research infrastructure 

Deliverables 

- Opportunities for translational research with other sciences and also with various industries
- Parts dedicated/with priority/at least with equal rights to CSN Research (think DAS or Do IoT Fieldlab, our own 

“microscopes” or “telescopes”)
- Inventory of common/shareable research infrastructure 
- A working protocol with CSN Research Infrastructure
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Join us - check the form online!  

Form link: 

bit.ly/Join-IPN-FCSN-WG

QR-code: 
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https://forms.gle/9e5FVnxiZdwuEeKL6

